Message-passing iterative decoders for low-density parity-check (LDPC) block codes are known to be subject to decoding failures due to so-called pseudocodewords. These failures can cause the large signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) performance of message-passing iterative decoding to be worse than that predicted by the maximum-likelihood (ML) decoding union bound.
to the fact that MPI decoding algorithms work locally on a Tanner graph and can give priority to a vector that fulfills the equations of a Tanner graph cover rather than the Tanner graph itself. The reason is that locally operating decoding algorithms cannot distinguish if they are operating on the original Tanner graph or any finite cover of this graph. Therefore, MPI decoding algorithms will automatically take into account all possible codewords in all possible covers of the original graph.
Let us be more precise and consider a binary linear code of length that is described by some parity-check matrix , i.e.,
To such a parity-check matrix we can associate a Tanner graph [4] : it consists of variable nodes, check nodes, and an edge between the th variable node and the th check node if and only if the entry in the th column and th row of equals .
Example 1: Consider the parity-check matrix (1) that defines the code of length and dimension . The Tanner graph associated with the parity-check matrix is depicted in Fig. 1 (left) .
The relevance of the Tanner graph comes from the fact that the operation of MPI decoding algorithms is tightly related to the structure of the Tanner graph. Namely, in one typical iteration, an MPI decoding algorithm sends messages from variable to check nodes along the edges, every check node processes the incoming messages and produces outgoing messages, these outgoing messages are then sent along the edges to the variable nodes, and finally every variable node processes the incoming messages and produces outgoing messages. What exactly is done when producing the outgoing messages from the incoming messages depends on the chosen MPI decoder. In any case, the crucial fact is that these algorithms operate locally, i.e., outgoing messages are computed based on locally available (at a check node or at a variable node) incoming messages. This locality, which is one of the reasons why MPI decoding algorithms are so efficient and popular, is also the main drawback of these types of algorithms.
Example 2: Consider again the code and its parity-check matrix that were introduced in Example 1. Assume that a codeword was transmitted over some memoryless channel and that the vector was received. Decoding this vector with Also shown is the vector (1; 1; 0; 1; 1; 0; 1; 1; 0), which is a valid codeword in this cubic cover.
an MPI decoding algorithm means that we are sending some iteration-dependent messages back and forth along the edges of the Tanner graph in Fig. 1 (left) .
Consider now the Tanner graph in Fig. 1 (right) . It is a "threefold copy" of the Tanner graph in Fig. 1 (left) in the sense that for every variable node in Fig. 1 (left) there are three variable nodes in Fig. 1 (right) and for every check node in Fig. 1 (left) there are three check nodes in Fig. 1 (right) . Moreover, for every edge in Fig. 1 (left) there are three edges in Fig. 1 (right) such that there is an edge between a copy of a variable and a copy of a check node only if there was an edge between the original variable and the original check node, and such that the degree of a copy of a variable (check) node equals the degree of the original variable (check) node. A possible codeword in this Tanner graph is, e.g., the vector . Now assume that we have received the vector and that we are applying the same MPI decoding algorithm as above, simply this time on Fig. 1 (right) and not on Fig. 1 (left) . Because the Tanner graph in Fig. 1 (right) looks locally like the Tanner graph in Fig. 1 (left) , and because of the way that the received vector was defined, it is rather straightforward to see that at any iteration the messages that are sent along the three copies of an edge equal the message that is sent along the original edge.
A similar observation can also be made about computation trees [5] . Namely, for a given number of iterations, the computation tree rooted at a variable node in Fig. 1 (right) , together with the messages on it, equals the computation tree rooted at the corresponding original variable node in Fig. 1 (left) , together with the messages on it.
Based on these observations, [6] , [7] concluded that an MPI decoding algorithm cannot distinguish if it is decoding the code defined by the Tanner graph in Fig. 1 (left) or the code defined by the Tanner graph in Fig. 1 (right) .
Of course, there is nothing special about the "threefold copy" above, i.e., for any " -fold copy" the same argument can be made. Such an " -fold copy" is in graph theory better known as an -cover, as specified in the following definition.
Definition 3 (see, e.g., [8] , [9] ): Let be a graph with vertex set and edge set , and let denote the set of adjacent vertices of a vertex . An unramified, finite cover, or, simply, a cover of a (base) graph is a graph along with a surjective map , which is a graph homomorphism, i.e., which takes adjacent vertices of to adjacent vertices of such that, for each vertex and each , the neighborhood of is mapped bijectively to . For a positive integer , an -cover of is an unramified finite cover such that, for each vertex of , contains exactly vertices of . An -cover of is sometimes also called an -sheeted covering of or a cover of of degree . 1 It was then argued in [6] , [7] that in order to understand MPI decoders one has to study the set of all codewords in all finite covers. In fact, it turns out to be sufficient to study the set of all pseudocodewords associated with all the codewords in all the finite covers. 2 At first, this sounds like a formidable task, but it turns out that the closure of this latter set is a polytope, called the fundamental polytope , and has a relatively simple description in terms of the parity-check matrix . 3 In the following we will only consider binary linear codes and binary-input output-symmetric memoryless channels. For such codes and channels it is sufficient to consider the case where the all-zero codeword was sent. This follows from the symmetries of the fundamental polytope. Therefore, understanding MPI decoding algorithms has a lot to do with understanding the set of nonzero vectors in . This is in contrast to maximum-likelihood (ML) decoding that is characterized by the nonzero vec-1 It is important not to confuse the degree of a covering and the degree of a vertex. 2 To every codeword in any finite cover we associate a pseudocodeword by projecting the codeword onto a length-n vector, e.g., with the codeword (1; 1; 0; 1; 1; 0; 1; 1; 0) in Fig. 1 (right) we associate the pseudocodeword (2=3; 2=3; 2=3). The exact definition of a pseudocodeword will be given in Section II. 3 Note that the fundamental polytope P(H H H) is usually strictly larger than ConvHull( ), the convex hull of the set of codewords embedded in . For example, the above-mentioned pseudocodeword (2=3; 2=3; 2=3) cannot be written as a convex combination of the codewords in . tors in , especially the so-called minimal codewords. 4 Under MPI decoding, the role of minimal codewords is taken over by so-called minimal pseudocodewords; these are pseudocodewords that correspond to (points on) origin-adjacent edges of the fundamental polytope [7] , [10] . In the same way as the Hamming weight is a very important characteristic of a nonzero codeword under ML decoding, the pseudoweight is a very important characteristic of a nonzero pseudocodeword under MPI decoding. 5 In particular, in the same way as the minimum Hamming weight is a very important characteristic for a binary linear code under ML decoding, the minimum pseudoweight is a very important characteristic for a binary linear code under MPI decoding, especially for large signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs).
As a consequence, the large SNR performance of MPI decoding can be worse than that predicted by the ML decoding union bound, which constitutes a major problem when trying to determine performance guarantees. Addressing this problem from the convolutional code perspective, i.e., studying the pseudocodeword problem described above for low-density parity-check convolutional codes (in the following more concisely called LDPC convolutional codes), constitutes the major topic of this paper. 6 We investigate a class of time-invariant LDPC convolutional codes derived by "unwrapping" certain classes of quasi-cyclic (QC) LDPC block codes that are known to have good performance [12] , [13] . Unwrapping a QC block code to obtain a time-invariant convolutional code represents a major link between QC block codes and convolutional codes. This link was first introduced in a paper by Tanner [14] , where it was shown that the free distance of the unwrapped convolutional code, if nontrivial, cannot be smaller than the minimum distance of the underlying QC code. This idea was later extended in [15] , [16] . More recently, a construction for LDPC convolutional codes based on QC-LDPC block codes was introduced by Tanner et al. [12] , and a sliding-window MPI decoder was described. In 4 Recall that, when transmitting over a binary-input additive white Gaussian noise channel (AWGNC), the decision region of a codeword shares a facet with the decision region of the all-zero codeword if and only if that codeword is a minimal codeword. 5 Pseudoweights are channel-dependent, e.g., the binary-input AWGNC pseudoweight for the pseudocodeword ! ! ! 6 = 0 is given by [5] [6] [7] , [11] w (! !
where k1k and k1k are, respectively, the 1-norm and 2-norm. Note that if ! ! ! is a vector containing only zeros and ones, then w (! ! !) = w (! ! !). 6 that paper, it was noted that the (nontrivial) convolutional versions of these codes significantly outperformed their block code counterparts in the waterfall region of the bit-error rate (BER) curve, even though locally the graphical representations of the MPI decoders were essentially equivalent. In the following sections, we will study the connections that exist between pseudocodewords in QC codes and pseudocodewords in the associated convolutional codes and show that this connection mimics the connection between the codewords in QC codes and their associated convolutional codes. One of our goals will be to formulate analytical results (or at least efficient procedures) that will allow us to bound the minimum pseudoweight of the pseudocodewords of the block and convolutional codes.
We also note that our results have a bearing on the characterization of the behavior of the so-called linear-programming (LP) decoder due to Feldman, Wainwright, and Karger [17] , [18] . This connection [7] , [19] is not surprising, given the central role of the fundamental polytope in the LP decoder formulation, where a certain linear cost function is minimized over the fundamental polytope.
A. Motivational Example
As a motivational example 7 we simulated a rate -regular LDPC convolutional code with syndrome former memory , together with three wrapped block code versions: a -regular QC-LDPC block code, a -regular QC-LDPC block code, and a -regular QC-LDPC block code, with parity-check matrices of increasing circulant sizes , , and , respectively, while keeping the same structure within each circulant [20] . (Note that increasing the circulant size of the QC code increases its complexity, i.e., its block length. Also note that each of the three block codes has rate slightly greater than .) As in [12] , a sum-product-algorithm-type sliding-window MPI decoder was used to decode the convolutional code. Conventional LDPC block code MPI decoders were employed to decode the QC-LDPC block codes. All decoders were allowed a maximum of 50 iterations. The resulting BER performance of these codes on a binary-input AWGNC is shown in Fig. 2 .
We note that, particularly in the low-to-moderate SNR region, where the complete pseudoweight spectrum plays an important role, the unwrapped LDPC convolutional code performs between 0.5 and 1.0 dB better than the associated QC-LDPC block codes. Also, as the circulant size increases, the performance of the block codes approaches that of the convolutional code. These performance curves suggest that the pseudocodewords in the block code that result in decoding failures, when unwrapped, have larger pseudoweight in the convolutional code.
In order to underline the influence of pseudocodewords under MPI decoding, we consider the following experiment for a binary-input AWGNC. Let be a minimal pseudocodeword for the above-mentioned -regular LDPC convolutional code. (In the simulations we took a minimal pseudocodeword that was found by using a heuristic algorithm that searches (1000 corresponds to no convergence.) Here, the values 1:00;2:00;3:00;4:00;5:00;6:00;7:00;8:00;9:00 correspond to SNRs E =N of, respectively, 02.04 dB, , 0.96 dB, 2.73 dB, 3.97 dB, 4.94 dB, 5.74 dB, 6.41 dB, 6.99 dB, and 7.50 dB. Right: Number of iterations needed for a min-sum-algorithm-type MPI decoder to decide for the all-zero codeword. (1000 corresponds to no convergence.) For the simulated (; )-pairs, we did not observe convergence to the all-zero codeword for > 1=2, either for the sum-product-algorithm-type MPI decoder or for the min-sum-algorithm-type MPI decoder. the fundamental polytope for minimal pseudocodewords with low pseudoweight. 8 For the given LDPC convolutional code and its parity-check matrix, we found a minimal pseudocodeword that has AWGNC pseudoweight (which happens to be smaller than the free distance). Moreover, we define the log-likelihood ratio vector to be 8 A published algorithm that performs a similar search is given in [21] .
We then run the MPI decoder initialized with and count how many iterations it takes until the decoder decides for the all-zero codeword as a function of and . The results are shown in Fig. 3 .
The meaning of is the following. If , then corresponds to the log-likelihood ratio vector that the receiver sees when the communication system operates at an SNR of and when the noise vector that is added by the binary-input AWGNC happens to be the all-zero vector (see, e.g., the discussion in [7, Sec. 3]). For nonzero , the expression for has been defined such that the LP decoder has a decision boundary at : for the all-zero codeword wins against the pseudocodeword whereas for the all-zero codeword loses against the pseudocodeword under LP decoding. 9 We ran the MPI decoder for various choices of and : Fig. 3 (left) shows the number of iterations needed using a sum-product-algorithm-type MPI decoder whereas Fig. 3 (right) shows the number of iterations needed using a min-sum-algorithm-type MPI decoder. (Note that the decisions reached by the latter are independent of the choice of , , the reason being that scaling the log-likelihood ratio vector by simply scales all messages at all iterations by the same factor .) In contrast to the min-sum-algorithm-type MPI decoder, the behavior of the sum-product-algorithm-type MPI decoder depends on the value of , and so it is not surprising that we observe that the closeness of the decision boundary to is a function of . In particular, note that for very small 's (i.e., very low SNRs), sum-product-algorithm-type MPI decoders have a weakness, since one can show (by looking at the message-update equations) that such decoders give back the correct codeword only if the hard-decision vector based on the received log-likelihood vector is the correct codeword. This results in a decision boundary that is further away from for very small .
B. Paper Goals and Structure
In this paper, we provide a possible explanation for the performance differences between the different QC codes and the convolutional code observed in the motivational example above. Based on the results of [6] , [7] that relate code performance to the existence of pseudocodewords, we examine the pseudocodeword weight spectra of QC-LDPC block codes and their associated convolutional codes, respectively. We will show that for a nontrivial LDPC convolutional code derived by unwrapping a nontrivial QC-LDPC block code, 10 the minimum pseudoweight of the convolutional code is at least as large as the minimum pseudoweight of the underlying QC code, i.e., This result, which parallels the well-known relationship between the free Hamming distance of nontrivial convolutional codes and the minimum Hamming distance of their nontrivial quasi-cyclic counterparts [14] , 11 is based on the fact that every pseudocodeword in the convolutional code induces a pseudocodeword in the block code with pseudoweight no larger than that of the convolutional code's pseudocodeword. This difference in the weight spectra leads to improved BER performance at low-to-moderate SNRs for the convolutional code, a conclusion supported by the simulation results presented in Fig. 2 . 9 Note that the square root of the AWGNC pseudoweight is the (normalized) Euclidean distance to the LP decoding decision boundary in the log-likelihood ratio space. 10 Nontrivial means here that the set of pseudocodewords contains nonzero pseudocodewords. 11 Nontrivial means here that the set of codewords contains nonzero codewords.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we develop the background necessary to describe the connection between pseudocodewords in unwrapped convolutional codes and those in the associated QC codes. In particular, after having reviewed the basics of QC codes in Section II-A and of convolutional codes in Section II-B, in Section II-C we briefly discuss the connection between convolutional codes and their associated QC codes, especially how codewords in the former can be used to construct codewords in the latter. Then, in Section II-D, we define the fundamental polytope/cone of a parity-check matrix and show how we can describe the fundamental cone of a polynomial parity-check matrix through polynomial inequalities. We end the section by showing how pseudocodewords in unwrapped convolutional codes yield pseudocodewords in the associated QC codes. In Section III, we compare the pseudoweights of unwrapped convolutional codes and their associated QC block codes. In particular, Section III-A introduces various channel pseudoweights and Section III-B presents the main result, namely, that the minimum AWGNC pseudoweight, the minimum binary-symmetric channel (BSC) pseudoweight, the minimum binary-erasure channel (BEC) pseudoweight, and the minimum max-fractional weight of a convolutional code are at least as large as the corresponding minimum pseudoweights of a wrapped QC block code. Section IV discusses a method to analyze problematic pseudocodewords, i.e., pseudocodewords with small pseudoweight. The method addresses the convolutional code case. It introduces two sequences of "truncated" pseudoweights and, respectively, "bounded pseudocodeword" pseudoweights, that play an important role in identifying the minimum pseudoweight of the convolutional code, similar to the role that column distances and row distances play in identifying the free distance. We end with some conclusions in Section V.
C. Notation
We will use the following notation. We let , , , and be the Galois field of size , the field of real numbers, the set of nonnegative real numbers, and the set of positive real numbers, respectively.
We say that a polynomial with real coefficients is nonnegative, and we write , if all its coefficients satisfy . Similarly, a polynomial vector is nonnegative, and we write , if all its polynomial components satisfy for all . Moreover, a polynomial matrix is nonnegative, and we write , if all its entries are nonnegative polynomials. If is a polynomial and is some positive integer, then denotes the polynomial of degree smaller than such that in . Similarly, if is a polynomial and is some positive integer, then denotes the polynomial of degree smaller than such that in . In this sense, means that is such that the polynomial of degree smaller than with in has only nonnegative coefficients. This notation is straightforwardly extended to polynomial vectors and matrices. Finally, to a polynomial matrix we associate a weight matrix [13] in , where each entry denotes the number of nonzero coefficients in the corresponding entry of . For example, has weight matrix . Then a polynomial matrix will be called monomial [12] if its weight matrix contains only ones, it will be called of type I [13] if its weight matrix contains only zeros and ones, and it will be called of type II [13] if its weight matrix contains only zeros, ones, and twos. (The weight matrix of , where is a matrix in , is defined analogously.)
II. PSEUDOCODEWORDS FOR QC AND CONVOLUTIONAL CODES
This section presents an important link between QC block codes and convolutional codes that was first introduced in a paper by Tanner [14] and later extended in [15] , [16] . Similar to the connection between codewords in an unwrapped convolutional code and codewords in the underlying QC code, we will show that pseudocodewords in the convolutional code give pseudocodewords when projected onto an underlying QC code.
Note that all codes in this paper, also if not always explicitly stated, will be binary linear codes. Moreover, note that a paritycheck matrix for a binary linear block code of length and dimension must satisfy , and usually the parity-check matrix is chosen such that . However, in the case of LDPC codes, it sometimes makes sense to use a parity-check matrix where is strictly larger than .
A. Quasi-Cyclic (QC) Block Codes
A binary linear block code whose length factorizes as for some integers and and whose set of codewords is invariant under cyclic shifts by positions is called a quasi-cyclic (QC) code with period . It follows that such a QC code can be described by a parity-check matrix of the form
with submatrices , , where is some positive integer. The generic variable name for a codeword in will be .
Example 4: Consider the code described by the paritycheck matrix
Clearly, has the form in (2) with , , , , and and therefore gives a QC code. A possible codeword in is, e.g.,
With a certain choice of row and column permutations of
we can obtain a parity-check matrix of a new code, henceforth called , that is of interest because of its particular description. Namely, let the parity-check matrix be obtained from as follows: we start with and we take the first row in the first block of rows, the first row in the second block of rows, etc., then the second row in the first block, the second row in the second block, etc., and then we apply a similar procedure for the columns, i.e., we take the first column in the first block of columns, the first column of the second block of columns, etc., then the second column in the first block, the second column in the second block, etc. The generic variable name for a codeword in will be . It is clear that by suitable permutation of a codeword we obtain the corresponding codeword .
Example 5: Applying this procedure to the code in Example 4 we obtain the code with parity-check matrix
where is an identity matrix whose columns have been left-cyclically shifted times. After suitable permutation of the codeword in Example 4 we obtain the codeword .
The Tanner graph of the code is shown in Fig. 1 (right) and is therefore a cubic cover of the Tanner graph of the code in Example 1. Note that some, but not all, finite covers of a code are QC codes.
This will actually be a recurring theme in this paper: graph covers are used in two different contexts. First, we will use graph covers to analyze MPI decoding algorithms (see, e.g., the introductory comments in Section I), and second, we will use graph covers to construct Tanner graphs that define codes that are of interest by themselves.
In 
where is some positive integer, ( ) for some positive integer ( ), and is the code rate. The generic variable name for a codeword in will be . Moreover, let the syndrome former memory of be the largest integer in such that . shown at the bottom of the page, where is a semi-infinitely long quadratic matrix with ones in the th subdiagonal and zeros everywhere else.
In general, it can easily be seen that the matrix is composed of a array of semi-infinitely long quadratic Toeplitz matrices over . This suggests a more compact description of . Namely, replacing a Toeplitz submatrix like by the polynomial , we obtain the matrix , in the following called a polynomial parity-check matrix for . Similarly, codewords can be described by polynomial vectors. Namely, with the codeword in we can associate the polynomial codeword With these definitions, 12 and the well-known equivalence of multiplying a semi-infinitely long Toeplitz matrix by a semi-infinitely long vector on the one hand and the multiplication of two polynomials on the other, it follows that if and only if Example 9: For the code in Examples 7 and 8 we obtain the polynomial parity-check matrix (5) Similar to the case of QC codes, an important equation relating the polynomial parity-check matrix to the scalar matrices that appear in the description of , cf. (4), is given by 12 Strictly speaking, codewords are power series rather than polynomials. However, since the paper is primarily concerned with low-Hamming-weight codewords and low pseudoweight pseudocodewords, we use the terminology polynomial codewords and polynomial pseudocodewords.
We note that, instead of using semi-infinite parity-check matrices to describe convolutional codes, we could also have used infinite matrices, where we impose the condition that we only consider codewords that have zero entries for negative time indices.
C. A Link Between QC Block Codes and Convolutional Codes
Given the close resemblance of the contents of Section II-A and Section II-B, it is not surprising that there is a natural connection between QC block codes and convolutional codes (see also [12] , [14] [15] [16] , [22] ). More precisely, with any QC block code of length , given by a polynomial matrix parity-check matrix with polynomial operations performed modulo , we can associate a rate convolutional code given by the polynomial parity-check matrix with where the change of indeterminates indicates the lack of modulo operations. On the other hand, in the same way as we obtained from , we can, upon choosing a positive integer , obtain a QC code from a convolutional code . 13 In the following, we will say that the parity-check matrix in (4) is obtained by "unwrapping" the submatrices of the parity-check matrix in (2) , and that the parity-check matrix is obtained by "wrapping" the submatrices of the parity-check matrix .
Example 10: Considering again the QC code in Example 6 and the convolutional code in Example 9, we see that their polynomial parity-check matrices are connected by .
Example 11: Consider the QC code defined by the polynomial parity-check matrix 13 We will say more about the choice of r in Assumption 23. and the convolutional code defined by the polynomial parity-check matrix Clearly, and are connected by for . The effect that the "wrapping"/"unwrapping" process has on the parity-check matrices and can also be observed in the Tanner graph representation of the two parity-check matrices in Fig. 4 .
We turn now our attention to codewords in these codes. For any nonzero codeword with finite support in the convolutional code, its wrap-around, defined by the vector is a codeword in the associated QC-code, since Example 12: Consider the polynomial vector which is a codeword in the convolutional code described in Example 9.
• For , the wrap-around
gives the polynomial codeword and the equivalent codeword Here, the polynomial parity-check matrix and the binary parity-check matrix were discussed in Examples 6 and 5, respectively. • For , the wraparound gives the polynomial codeword which is equivalent to the codeword Here, the parity-check matrix equals the parity-check matrix that was discussed in Example 1.
One can show that the Hamming weights of the codeword and its wrapped-around version are linked by the inequality which gives the inequality [14] , [15] for all where we have assumed that all codes are nontrivial. (As we will also see in the proof of Theorem 13, when establishing this inequality one needs to take special care of codewords that map to the all-zero codeword.)
We will also make use of the following inequalities. We conclude this section by mentioning that there are also other ways to unwrap a QC code in order to obtain a convolutional code; see, for example, the unwrapping method that was discussed in [23] based on ideas from [24] .
D. The Fundamental Polytope and Cone of the Parity-Check Matrices of QC and Convolutional Codes
In this subsection, we introduce our main objects of study, the fundamental polytope and cone of a parity-check matrix [6] , [7] , [17] , [18] .
Definition 14 (see [6] , [7] , [17] , [18] ): Let be a binary matrix of size , let be the set of column indices of , and let We clearly see that the fundamental polytope is strictly larger than the convex hull of the code .
Note that the fundamental polytope is a function of a paritycheck matrix. So different parity-check matrices for the same code can yield different fundamental polytopes. Note also that the fundamental polytope is usually an -dimensional object. However, when the parity-check matrix contains rows of weight one or two, as happens in the above example, then there is a loss in dimensionality.
For binary-input output-symmetric channels and binary linear codes, we can assume for analysis purposes that the all-zero codeword was sent, and so it is sufficient to study the fundamental polytope around the origin, which essentially amounts to studying the conic hull of the fundamental polytope.
Definition 16 (see [6] , [7] , [17] , [18] ): The fundamental cone of is defined to be i.e., the conic hull of the fundamental polytope , which is the object that is obtained by stretching the fundamental polytope to infinity, with the stretching center at the origin. Note that if , then also for any real . Moreover, for any , there exists an (in fact, a whole interval of 's) such that .
Expressed in terms of inequalities, the fundamental cone can be described as follows. A vector is in the fundamental polytope if and only if • for all (8) • for all and for all (9) Example 17: Consider again the code from Example 1 that is described by the parity-check matrix in (1) . The inequalities describing the fundamental cone are obtained by taking the homogeneous inequalities from the fundamental polytope description in Example 15, i.e.,
We have already mentioned in Section I that the fundamental polytope is the central object for LP decoding. We have also mentioned that the fundamental polytope says a lot about the codewords that live in finite covers of a Tanner graph. Let us now be more precise about this latter statement. where the sum is taken in (not in ). The vector (with purely integer entries) will be called the unscaled pseudocodeword associated with .
Remark 19:
The main statement in [6] , [7] is the following. Let be the Tanner graph of a length-code that is defined by the parity-check matrix . Then the set of all (scaled) pseudocodewords that are associated with all possible codewords in all possible finite covers of equals . Because is dense in and because all vertices of are in , it is sufficient to consider instead of the more complicated . In the following, we will call any vector in the fundamental cone a pseudocodeword, and two pseudocodewords that are equal up to a positive scaling constant will be considered to be equivalent. These conventions are motivated by the fact that for any we can always find a scaling factor such that . (In any case, in the following it will be clear from the context if a pseudocodeword is meant to be a point in the fundamental polytope or merely a point in the fundamental cone .)
Example 20: Consider again the code from Example 1 that is described by the parity-check matrix in (1) and whose Tanner graph was shown in Fig. 1 (left) . As discussed in Example 2 , is a codeword in the triple cover of shown in Fig. 1 (right) . Its associated scaled pseudocodeword is and its associated unscaled pseudocodeword is . It is an easy matter to verify that is indeed in the fundamental polytope , whose defining inequalities were displayed in Example 15. Moreover, it is equally easy to verify that both and are in the fundamental cone , whose defining inequalities were displayed in Example 17.
From (8) and (9) it follows that for any parity-check matrix there is a matrix such that (Clearly, the rows in corresponding to (8) form an identity matrix and the rows in corresponding to (9) form a submatrix containing zeros, ones, and minus ones.) In the case of QC codes, pseudocodewords can be written as polynomial vectors and the fundamental cone can be described with the help of polynomial matrices. Namely, for any , there is a polynomial matrix over such that if and only if (10) Similarly, in the case of convolutional codes, pseudocodewords can be written as polynomial vectors and the fundamental cone can be described with the help of polynomial matrices. Namely, for any there is a polynomial matrix over such that if and only if
For the correct interpretation of expressions like (10) and (11), we remind the reader of the notational conventions that were introduced in Section I-C. We now briefly focus on the case of monomial parity-check matrices, since the above fundamental-cone description is particularly simple and useful in this case. 14 is a pseudocodeword. Finally, we note that Example 25 will discuss more cases where is wrapped into a codeword .
For the rest of the paper we will assume that the following conditions hold.
Assumption 23:
Let be a convolutional code defined by the polynomial parity-check matrix When wrapping this code to obtain a QC code defined by the polynomial parity-check matrix , we allow only positive integers such that the weight matrix associated with equals the weight matrix associated with . A similar condition is imposed when wrapping the polynomial parity-check matrix of a code to obtain the polynomial parity-check of the wrapped code .
These conditions essentially guarantee that in the wrapping process only exponents are changed, i.e., no nonzero coefficients are added. For example, the above condition is satisfied for and for because , and so the weight matrix of equals the weight matrix of . However, for , the above condition is not satisfied because , and so the weight matrix of does not equal the weight matrix of . As a consequence, these conditions guarantee that the Tanner In general, the conditions in Assumption 23 are satisfied for any , where is the syndrome former memory of . Moreover, there are a variety of classes of polynomial parity-check matrices such that the above conditions are satisfied for any positive . One such class is the class of monomial matrices, and another such class is the class of type-I polynomial matrices (see Section I-C).
Note that in Theorem 13 we did not need Assumption 23. So that theorem holds under more general conditions. However, if we want the Tanner graphs of the wrapped codes to have the same variable and check node degrees as the unwrapped codes, the conditions in Assumption 23 must be imposed.
In the following, we would like to better understand how pseudocodewords in are connected to pseudocodewords in ; in particular, we would like to see if we can make statements similar to the statements in Theorem 13 and in the paragraphs preceding it. We will see that such statements can indeed be made. In fact, many of the upcoming observations can be seen as special cases of the following observations.
• Let be some graph, let be some -cover of ; and let be some -cover of . Then is an -cover of .
• If and are the Tanner graphs of and , respectively, then is an -cover of . Therefore, the fundamental cone of , which by Remark 19 is characterized by the finite covers of , is tightly connected to the fundamental cone of , which again by Remark 19 is characterized by the finite covers of . Note that for a nonzero polynomial pseudocodeword , the wrapped polynomial vector is never the all-zero vector. This is in contrast to some nonzero polynomial codewords where the wrapped polynomial vector equals the all-zero vector. The different behavior comes from the fact that in the first case we are operating in a polynomial ring over , whereas in the second case we are operating in a polynomial ring over . 
A. Definition of Pseudoweights
Definition 26 (see [5] [6] [7] , [11] , [17] , [18] ): Let be a nonzero vector in . The AWGNC pseudoweight of the vector is defined to be where and are the -norm and -norm, respectively, of . In order to define the BSC pseudoweight , we let be the vector of length with the same components as but in nonincreasing order. Now let and Then the BSC pseudoweight of the vector is defined to be . The BEC pseudoweight of the vector is defined to be where is the set of all indices corresponding to nonzero components of . The fractional weight of a vector is defined to be Finally, the max-fractional weight of a vector is defined to be where is the infinity or maximum norm. For we define all of the above pseudoweights, fractional weights, and max-fractional weights to be zero.
A detailed discussion of the motivation and significance of these definitions can be found in [7] . Note that, whereas the fractional weight has an operational meaning only for vertices of the fundamental polytope, the other measures have an operational meaning for any vector in the fundamental polytope or cone. Note also that in this paper the quantities and are defined for any vector in , whereas [17] defined and to be the quantities that we will call and .
Example 27: Let be the pseudocodeword in Example 21 and let be its scalar vector description. Then
In order to compute , we let be the vector that lists the components of in non-increasing order. We obtain , since we need to add up ordered components of to obtain . Moreover and, finally, , from which it follows that
One measure of the effect that pseudocodewords have on the performance of a code is given by the minimum pseudoweight [6] , [7] , [17] , [18] where is the set of all nonzero vertices in the fundamental polytope and the pseudoweights are the appropriate ones for each channel (AWGNC, BSC, and BEC pseudoweights) or the fractional and max-fractional weights.
Computing these values can be quite challenging, since the task of finding the set of vertices of is in general very complex. However, in the case of four of the above pseudoweights (the minimum AWGNC, BSC, and BEC pseudoweights and the minimum max-fractional weight) there is a computationally simpler description, given by for the appropriate pseudoweight. (Note that there is no such statement for the minimum fractional weight; see, e.g., [7] , [18] ).
Example 28:
Let be the length-QC code defined by the polynomial parity-check matrix of Example 22. The minimum AWGNC pseudoweight is and equals the minimum Hamming weight. (The minimum AWGNC pseudoweight was obtained using a vertex enumeration program for polytopes that lists all the minimal pseudocodewords of a code [25] .)
Remark 29: In [7] , it was shown that for a code defined by a parity-check matrix , the following inequalities hold:
Therefore, and can serve as lower bounds for , , and .
B. Minimum Pseudoweights
In what follows, we compare the minimum pseudoweights and the minimum max-fractional weight of a QC block code to the same quantities for its corresponding convolutional code, which we assume to have a fundamental cone containing nonzero vectors. 15 In order to analyze the minimum pseudoweights and the minimum max-fractional weight, it is sufficient to analyze the weights of the nonzero vectors in the fundamental cone. Throughout this subsection, without loss of generality, all pseudocodewords are assumed to have finite support. 16 Theorem 30: We assume that the conditions in Assumption 23 hold. For the AWGNC, BSC, and BEC pseudoweights, if , then Therefore, if the fundamental cone of the convolutional code is not trivial (i.e., it contains nonzero vectors), we obtain
Proof: See Appendix C.
Theorem 30 implies that low-pseudoweight vectors in the block code may correspond to higher pseudoweight vectors in the convolutional code, but the opposite is not possible. This suggests that the pseudocodewords in the block code that result in decoding failures may not cause such failures in the convolutional code.
A similar bound also holds for the max-fractional weight, as shown in the next theorem. 15 Obviously, this condition is a very weak technical requirement. 16 With suitable modifications, this can easily be generalized to ! ! !(D) with k! ! !(D)k < 1. Note that such polynomial vectors also fulfill k! ! !(D)k < 1.
Theorem 31: We assume that the conditions in Assumption 23 hold. If , then Therefore Proof: See Appendix D.
In the case of the fractional weight, it is easy to see that for any , we have and hence
When comparing the minimum fractional weight of the convolutional and QC codes, we encounter a computationally harder case, since these values must be computed over the set of nonzero pseudocodewords that are vertices of the fundamental polytope. This is not an easy task, because a vertex pseudocodeword in the convolutional code might not map into a vertex pseudocodeword in the QC code.
The following theorem, however, can be established. To help clarify the idea, we recall that has the following operational meaning [17] , [18] . Let be the set of positions where bit flips occurred when using the code for data transmission over a BSC with crossover probability , . If , then LP decoding succeeds. Similarly, implies the following. If is the set of positions where bit flips occurred when using the code for data transmission over a BSC, then guarantees that LP decoding is correct.
Theorem 32: Assume that the conditions in Assumption 23 hold, that is used for data transmission over a BSC with crossover probability , where , and that bit flips occur at positions . If (12) then LP decoding succeeds. (Note that, on the right-hand side of inequality (12), we have and not .) Proof: See Appendix E.
As discussed at the end of [7, Sec. 6] , and can give, especially for long codes, quite conservative lower bounds on . (For example, the guarantees on the error correction capabilities of the LP decoder implied by and are not good enough to prove the results in [26] .) However, there are polynomial-time algorithms that compute and [17] , [18] .
Remark 33: It is not difficult to adapt Theorems 30 and 31 such that similar conclusions can be drawn with respect to a QC block code with the same structure but a larger circulant size that is a multiple of . Using similar arguments to the ones in TABLE I  THE PSEUDOWEIGHTS OF THE PSEUDOCODEWORDS IN EXAMPLE 25 the proofs of these theorems and Assumption 23, we obtain the following more general inequalities that hold for the AWGNC, BSC, BEC, max-fractional, and fractional pseudoweights. If , then for all
In addition, for the AWGNC, BSC, BEC, and max-fractional minimum pseudoweights, the following holds for any :
(Empirically, for , not a multiple of , it very often holds that ; however, this is not always the case. A similar statement can be made about the relationship between the minimum Hamming distances of the corresponding codes.)
Example 34: To illustrate how the pseudoweights of the pseudocodewords in the convolutional code and their projections onto the QC codes satisfy the pseudoweight inequalities in Remark 33 for all the defined pseudoweights , , , and , we computed the pseudoweights of the pseudocodewords in Example 25. Table I contains these results. Next, we illustrate some of the bounds on the minimum pseudoweight of codes derived in this section. We take a tower of three QC codes together with their convolutional version and compute their minimum pseudoweights which, according to the bounds derived above, form an increasing sequence, upper-bounded by the minimum pseudoweight of the convolutional version. However, due to the large code parameters, we were only able to compute the minimum pseudoweight of the code of length . For the other QC codes, we used the methods of [6] , [7] to give lower and upper bounds. For , we obtain a code with rate . By increasing we obtain other QC codes. By taking to be , , we obtain a tower of QC codes whose graphs form a sequence of covers of the Tanner graph of the code. For , all the codes have minimum distance , and hence the free distance of the associated rate convolutional code is , strictly larger than the minimum distance of the code. For the code we ran a vertex enumeration program [25] for polytopes that lists all the minimal pseudocodewords and found that the minimum pseudoweight of the code is
. The larger parameters of the other three codes allowed us to only lower-and upper-bound their minimum pseudoweights. 17 For the QC code, we obtained and for the and the codes, we obtained . 18 The increase in the lower bound from , which is the minimum weight of the code, to and shows that the minimum AWGNC pseudoweight of the code is less than that of the and codes. This increase in the lower bounds from to suggests, but does not prove, the existence of an increasing sequence of minimum AWGNC pseudoweights for these codes, according to the results of this subsection. For comparison, we simulated the four QC codes together with the associated convolutional code. The results for an AWGNC are given in Fig. 6 , and we note that they are consistent with the suggested increasing sequence of minimum pseudoweights.
For completeness, we mention that the techniques in [17] and [18] allow us to efficiently compute the minimum max-fractional weight for the above-mentioned codes: we obtain for the length-code, for the length-code, for the length-code, and for the length-code. Applying the results that were mentioned in Remark 29, we see that these values yield weaker lower bounds on than the ones given in the previous paragraph.
We conclude this example by looking at for . Using the vertex enumeration program in [25] , we were able to compute the minimum pseudoweights of the QC codes of length given by the parity-check matrices in Example 35 for down to . The corresponding results are presented in Table II .
IV. ANALYSIS OF PROBLEMATIC PSEUDOCODEWORDS IN CONVOLUTIONAL CODES
Studying pseudocodewords of small pseudoweight, and, in particular (since the minimum pseudoweight is upper-bounded by the minimum Hamming weight), studying pseudocodewords 17 The lower bounds are obtained by applying the techniques that were presented in [27] . 18 Using some more sophisticated lower bounds from [27] , one can actually show that 7:19 w for the length-40, the length-80, and the length-160 code. Upper and lower bounds on the minimum pseudoweight of a convolutional code can be obtained by exploiting the "sliding" structure of its semi-infinite parity-check matrix and some of its submatrices, which allows relatively easy computations by taking advantage of the increased sparseness compared to the corresponding parity-check matrix of an underlying QC code. On the one hand, this technique allows us to find certain low-weight pseudocodewords, and on the other hand, it illustrates the advantage of using a convolutional code structure over a block code structure in pseudocodeword analysis. In addition, similar to the expected increase in minimum distance when going from a QC code to its unwrapped convolutional version, we also expect an increase in the minimum pseudoweight of the convolutional code, leading to better performance compared to the original QC code. Our theoretical results and experimental observations point strongly in this direction. We now briefly explain our technique.
Similar to associating with a convolutional code [28] an increasing sequence of column distances and a decreasing sequence of row distances having the property that we define two sequences of pseudoweights that prove helpful in identifying the overall minimum pseudoweight. We recall that an encoder polynomial generator matrix of a rate convolutional code with encoder memory has associated with it a semi-infinite sliding generator matrix . Let denote the submatrix of with rows indexed by the first block rows of and columns indexed by the first block columns of , and let Then, the sequence of matrices gives us an increasing sequence of so-called column distances , , and the sequence of matrices gives us a decreasing sequence of so-called row distances .
The column distance is a "truncated" distance, i.e., it measures the minimum of the Hamming weights of the vectors of length that constitute the first components of some codeword with a nonzero initial block component. The row distance is a "bounded codeword" distance, i.e., it measures the minimum of the Hamming weights of the codewords with nonzero initial block component and support contained in the first positions. The column distances and row distances represent valuable lower and upper bounds, respectively, on the free distance that become increasingly tight with increasing , and, in the limit, become equal to the free distance. If similar sequences could be defined for pseudoweights, they would prove helpful in identifying the overall minimum pseudoweight.
With this in mind, we define corresponding sequences of "truncated" pseudoweights and "bounded pseudocodeword" pseudoweights.
Let be a polynomial parity-check matrix for a convolutional code with syndrome former memory , and let be its semi-infinite sliding parity-check matrix. Similar to the above notation, let be the submatrix of formed by the first block rows of and the first block columns of . We will consider two sequences of such submatrices, namely and In the second sequence, the first matrix that has a nonzero null space with certainty is , since there is a nonzero polynomial codeword of degree (associated with a scalar codeword of length ). Since these matrices act like parity-check matrices in computing the row distances, with giving the th row distance, for all . There might be nonzero nulls spaces earlier in the sequence, so we denote by the first matrix with a nonzero null space. Similarly, , , will act like parity-check matrices in computing the th column distances. So by computing the null spaces of these parity-check matrices we get upper and lower bounds on for the convolutional code that are similar to the column and row distances defined from the generator matrix.
We remark also that if we wrap the convolutional code , with , then the matrix is a submatrix of the parity-check matrix of the QC code that remains unchanged after the wrapping. Hence, a codeword of minimum weight for the matrix will, if extended by zeros, be a codeword in the QC code. If this codeword has weight equal to the minimum distance of the QC code, then the free distance of the convolutional code is equal to the weight of this codeword. The minimum distance of the QC code could be smaller, however, and in this case the free distance will be upper-bounded by the weight of this codeword and lower-bounded by the minimum distance of the QC code.
In what follows, we will mimic the theory of row distances and column distances of a convolutional code to bound the minimum pseudoweight of the convolutional code. In the case of row distances/weights, the theory carries over from the Hamming distance case to the pseudoweight case and we obtain the following upper bounds on the minimum pseudoweight of the convolutional code:
So, by computing vectors in the fundamental cones of these parity-check matrices, we obtain upper bounds on that are similar to the row Hamming distances defined from the generator matrix.
In the case of column distances/weights, the theory does in general not carry over from the Hamming distance case to the pseudoweight case. Only for BEC pseudoweights do we obtain the following lower bounds on the minimum pseudoweight of the convolutional code:
where denotes the minimum BEC pseudoweight of all pseudocodewords in the corresponding fundamental cone that have at least one nonzero component in the first block.
Example 36: The pseudocodeword in Example 21 was obtained by attempting to compute small degree nonzero vectors in the fundamental cone of using the above technique. The first nonzero "row pseudoweight" is , and the vector is in the fundamental cone of . Its AWGNC pseudoweight is , which is an upper bound on the minimum pseudoweight of the convolutional code. The free distance of this code is . The reduced pseudocodeword modulo , for has the same AWGNC pseudoweight , larger than the minimum distance of the code, which makes this pseudocodeword irrelevant, 19 but smaller than the minimum distances of the and codes. The upper 19 Irrelevant in the sense that it does not improve upon the upper bound on the AWGNC pseudoweight that is implied by the minimum Hamming weight.
bound
in Example 35 therefore becomes based on this pseudocodeword. This computational method has been applied successfully to larger codes as well. An example is the rate LDPC convolutional code with syndrome former memory that was simulated in Fig. 2 . The code was constructed by unwrapping a -regular QC-LDPC block code with minimum Hamming distance . The convolutional code has free distance , 20 which already suggests a possible performance improvement compared to the QC code. Following the approach described above, we constructed a class of pseudocodewords among which the minimum AWGNC pseudoweight was . Thus, this class of pseudocodewords contains vectors of weight less than the free distance, which makes them relevant to the performance analysis of iterative decoding. Consequently, an upper bound on the minimum AWGNC pseudoweight of the convolutional code is , and, from the way we constructed this class of pseudocodewords, we believe it is a very tight bound. Projecting this pseudocodeword onto the QC codes obtained by wrapping the convolutional code gives upper bounds on the minimum AWGNC pseudoweight of these codes as well (in some cases tighter than the ones obtained using the methods of [6] , [7] ). The upper bound in [6] , [7] for the minimum AWGNC pseudoweight of the code is . These upper bounds, together with the simulation results in Fig. 2 , suggest that the minimum AWGNC pseudoweight of the convolutional code is strictly greater than the minimum AWGNC pseudoweight of the QC code. An evaluation of the exact values of the minimum AWGNC pseudoweight in these cases does not seem possible, however, due to the large complexity of such a task. Also note that if an upper bound on the minimum AWGNC pseudoweight of the convolutional code smaller than could be found, it would decrease the upper bound on the minimum AWGNC pseudoweight of the -regular QC-LDPC block code as well.
V. CONCLUSION
For an LDPC convolutional code derived by unwrapping a QC-LDPC block code, we have shown that the free pseudoweight of the convolutional code is at least as large as the minimum pseudoweight of the underlying QC code. This result suggests that the pseudoweight spectrum of the convolutional code is "thinner" than that of the block code. This difference in the weight spectra leads to improved BER performance at low-to-moderate SNRs for the convolutional code, a conclusion supported by the simulation results presented in Figs. 2 and 6. In order to analyze problematic pseudocodewords, i.e., pseudocodewords with small pseudoweight, we also presented a method of analysis that introduces sequences of "truncated" pseudoweights and "bounded pseudocodeword" pseudoweights which lower-and upper-bound the minimum pseudoweight of the convolutional code. This is similar to the method of using column and row distances to bound the free distance of a convolutional code from below and above. 20 The free distance of this convolutional code was obtained by Bocharova et al. at the Department of Information Technology, Lund University, Lund, Sweden, using a program called BEAST (see [29] ). (Without loss of generality, we can assume that the degree of is smaller than .) Hence or equivalently which implies that is a nonzero codeword in . Therefore Mimicking this argument, we also obtain , and hence the desired inequalities
From the way we construct the semi-infinite sliding matrix of the convolutional code by unwrapping the scalar parity-check matrices of the QC block codes, we can see that there exists a QC code of circulant size large enough so that its minimum distance is equal to the free distance of the convolutional code. This assures the limit equality in the theorem statement.
We conclude the proof with the remark that part of the derivation depends on the fact that the characteristic of is , and so (in ).
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 24
We have seen that for any describing a convolutional code there is a matrix such that if and only if By reducing modulo , we obtain a matrix with the property that a polynomial vector satisfies if and only if Reducing modulo , we obtain which proves the claim.
APPENDIX C PROOF OF THEOREM 30
In the following, we analyze separately the AWGNC, BSC, and BEC pseudoweights of and of its wraparound . Let be a pseudocodeword. By assumption, has finite support, i.e., there exists an integer such that the maximal degree of any , , is smaller than . We will first show that which we then use several times in the proof. Let Then from which we obtain the norm equality
A. Binary-Input Additive White Gaussian Noise Channel (AWGNC)
Since and we obtain
B. Binary-Symmetric Channel (BSC)
In order to compare the BSC pseudoweight of the two vectors, we first need to arrange the components in decreasing order. Let and be lists of all the potentially nonzero coefficients of all the components of and , respectively, in nonincreasing order. (In order to simplify the exposition in the following, we assume, without loss of generality, that is such that .) Since we obtain that which gives . Hence, the two sequences of nonnegative integers form two partitions, and , respectively, of . In order to prove the theorem statement for the BSC pseudoweight, it is therefore enough to show that for all , i.e., that majorizes [30] .
We show first that . Suppose the contrary, i.e., . Since for all , we obtain that for all . But , , was obtained by adding over a certain subset of the set . So there should be at least one that has in its composition, and hence . This is a contradiction, from which we obtain . We finish the proof by induction. Namely, we want to show that from for some , it follows that . If , then this induction step clearly holds. So, assume that . Since we can deduce that , and in fact all with , cannot contain any with in their composition. Hence, all possible , , have occurred in the composition of for , which gives . This proves that majorizes and we obtain
C. Binary Erasure Channel (BEC)
Since the components of the vector are obtained by adding in certain nonnegative components of , it follows that and we obtain .
APPENDIX D PROOF OF THEOREM 31
We have and which leads to It now follows that APPENDIX E PROOF OF THEOREM 32
We know that (13) where step follows from [17] , [18] (see also [7] ) and step follows from Theorem 31. Similar to the comments before Theorem 32, remember that has the following meaning [17] , [18] . Let be the set of positions where the bit flips occurred when using for data transmission over a BSC. If , then LP decoding succeeds. Now, because the theorem statement assumes that , using (13) we have and so, according to the meaning of , LP decoding succeeds.
